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Introduction 
Scope of the Manual 

This book is intended to be self-contained. Few pre-requisites are required. Readers 
should be familiar with SUPERVISORY CONTROL AND DATA AQUISITION 
(SCADA) systems and their terminology. 

The book is divided into three (3) sections. The first section is a general overall 
description of QEI, Inc.'s STN-9050 Substation Terminal Node Subsystems. The 
second section contains User's Guides for each of the standard panel assemblies 
used to configure "standard" Substation Terminal Node (STN) type of Remote 
Station Units (RTUs). The third section contains a Glossary of Terms used in this 
manual. 

In addition to this, a fourth section (APPENDIX A) may be added to the manual for 
some systems. If added, this section will contain information for "special" optional 
equipment that may be included on those systems. 

Other Related Documentation 

The following additional manuals contain information to assist the user in the 
installation and servicing of the STN-9050 as part of a SCADA system. 

 

Document No. Description 

UM-2012 ConfigWiz User’s Guide 

Various ConfigWiz Addendum(s) 

TP-803 6CPP6 Test Panel Software Instruction Manual 

TS-820-2 6TS4 QUICS Master/Remote Test Simulator UG 
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Section 1 
1.1 General Description 

The STN-9050 Substation Terminal Nodes are special purpose microprocessor 
based subsystems used for control, supervision, data acquisition and data reduction. 
These systems are part of the SENTINEL-21 product line and can perform all the 
functions required by present day SCADA systems used in distributed input/output 
(I/O) and pole-top applications with minimal custom engineering and hardware. 

The STN-9050 employs the 6CPP6 Central Processor Panel and is intended for 
applications where a fixed, small number of status, analog and control points are 
required, such as circuit breaker or line switch monitor and control or anywhere in a 
location where analog measurements are handled by Intelligent Electronic Devices 
(IEDs). 

The STN-9050s are intelligent devices designed to collect status/alarm, and analog 
values continuously, and optionally provide analog outputs and perform controls with or 
without supervision by the TDMS-Plus Master Station (also otherwise known as the 
host). STNs also serve as data concentrators for other IEDs in a (substation) 
network. Communications with the host is in a master/slave mode. The STN-9050 
transmits data only when the host requests it. Controls originated at the host are 
performed on a select/check-back/execute mode. 

 

The STN-9050 builds its database by scanning status inputs, reading analog inputs 
and converting them to digital values, and by counting pulse inputs (accumulators). It 
also compares present status, and analog values to previous values to determine if 
upsets (i.e. changes) have occurred. The STN-9050 time tags events which the host 
can retransmit to the system’s Master Station, where sequence of events (SOE) can 
be determined. It can, optionally, if so programmed, perform algebraic and logical 
calculations, local close loop controls and PID loop controls. In addition to this, other 
protocols can be programmed for communications with foreign Master Stations. 

The STN-9050 can be configured for communications through its RS-232 or RS-485 
serial ports. Optionally it can be equipped with a network interface card (6NIA1) for 
communications over Ethernet networks via the TCP/IP protocol. 

The STN-9050 equipment can be mounted in any industry standard equipment rack 
or enclosed equipment cabinet. The cabinet configuration is suitable for wall or pole-
top mounting. 

The required DC operating voltage is supplied by a commercial power supply which 
converts the input power (AC or DC) to 12 VDC. If needed, the STN-9050 can be 
equipped with a battery for operation during power outages. 

Link 
Device 

 
STN-9050 

IEDs 

Analogs 

Status 

Controls 

RS-232/RS-485 

202T or Ethernet 

To Master 
Station 
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1.2 STN-9050 Specifications 

1.2.1 Input/Output Functions: 

Analog Inputs: 8 

Status Inputs: 16 (Convertible to Accumulator or PDM Inputs) 

Control Outputs: 4 

Analog Outputs: Using an external 6DA1 or 6SP1 card(s) 

For detailed I/O Specifications, please refer to the 6IOP1 User’s Guide, UG-1002, 
Section 3. Each Status Input used as an Accumulator or PDM input reduces the total 
number of Status Inputs available by the same amount. 

1.2.2 Input Power: 

1.0 Amp @ 120 VAC, 60 Hz, Single Phase 

1.0 Amp @ 125 VDC 

1.5 Amps @ 48 VDC 

3.0 Amps @ 24 VDC 

Note: 

a. There is a power surge of 5.0 Amps when power is turned on. 

b. Some STN-9050s may use one of the Sentinel-21 6CPP6 family of power supplies. Please refer to 
the 6CPP6 User’s Guide, UG-1007 for more details. 

1.2.3 Communications: 

Standard:  RS-232 or RS-485 serial ports 

Option 1:  Ethernet via external Network Interface Card (6NIA1, UG-1040) 

Option 2:  202T type modem(s) with 4 or 2-wire options over telephone 
(600 ohms) leased lines as per FCC type 3002 channels 

1.2.4 Environment: 

Temperature: Standard: 32 ºF to 158 ºF (0 ºC to 70 ºC) 

Optional: -22 ºF to 158 ºF (-30 ºC to 70 ºC) 
  with thermostatically controlled heater 

Humidity:  5% to 95% @ 158 ºF, non-condensing 

1.2.5 Physical Configurations, typical: 

Cabinet Model:  QC69B 

Material:   C. R. Steel 

Rating:   NEMA 4 

Mounting:   Wall or Pole-Top 

Dimensions (HxWxD): 24.00 x 20.00 x 10.00 (inches) 

Weight:   80.0 lbs. 
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1.3 Typical Equipment Layout 
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1.4 Typical Interconnection Diagram 

1.4.1 Sheet 1 – Power Supply and Communications 
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1.4.2 Sheet 2 – Input and Output Connections 
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1.4.3 Sheet 2 – Input and Output (with KUEP-3) 
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1.5 Typical Point Assignment Chart 

1.5.1 Sheet 1 – Control Points with Standard Relays 
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1.5.2 Sheet 1 – Control Points with KUEP-3 relays 
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1.5.3 Sheet 2 – Status Points 
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1.5.4 Sheet 3 – Analog Points 

 

1.6 Installation Information 

1.6.1 Environment 

The STN-9050 Substation Terminal Node subsystems (excluding external 
transducers or equipment supplied by other vendors) are designed to operate over 
an ambient temperature range of 0 degrees C to +70 degrees C, and from -30 
degrees C to +70 degrees C when equipped with thermostatically controlled heaters.  
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The QEI Remote Stations can be installed outdoors when the equipment is housed 
in one of the NEMA 4 rated cabinets. 

1.6.2 Mounting 

Cabinet dimensions are provided on the QEI Remote Station Equipment Layout 
drawings. Typical Equipment Layout drawings are supplied in this section. System 
specific drawings are supplied with each system. 

The sectional views show the locations of mounting holes and/or flanges (where 
required), and the required clearance for cabinet doors. Wiring access holes or cut 
outs may be generally located at either the bottom or top of the cabinet. 

For special configurations, please refer to the specific drawings delivered with the 
systems. 

1.6.3 QEI Drawings 

Four (4) types of drawings are provided to assist in wiring the Remote Station. The 
first type is the Equipment Layout Drawing, the second is an Interconnection 
Diagram, the third is the Point Assignment Charts and the fourth is the Remote 
Station Assembly Parts List. The typical Equipment Layout drawing shows the 
mechanical configuration and printed circuit panel locations with overall dimensions. 
The Interconnection Diagram shows the power connections, communications 
connections, internal cabinet or rack wiring and locates assemblies and terminal 
strips by means of a boxed letter (such as M) that is keyed to the Equipment Layout 
drawing. The Point Assignment Chart assigns actual supervision and control 
functions to the hardware I/O points (status, analog, control) at the Remote Station. 
The Remote Station Assembly Parts List, specifies all components (except minor 
hardware such as screws and nuts) that make up a specific STN. It also specifies the 
main Panel jumper and platform options for a specific STN. 

NOTE 

QEI Equipment Layout and Interconnection Diagram drawings are generic. One common set of these 
drawings will generally apply to several or all the STNs in a system. Parts Lists for one to five STNs 
may be included in one document. Normally each STN will have its own Point Assignment Chart. Only 
STNs with special configurations will have individual drawing sets. 
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1.6.4 External Wiring 
 

The following paragraphs provide information on connecting external transducers, 
communication lines, and power to the Substation Terminal Node. 

NOTE 

Do not use unnecessarily large-sized wire for status, analog, and control lines.  The larger wires do not 
provide any extra safety factor and can clutter the cabinet to the detriment of both installation and 
maintenance personnel. 

Status Inputs 

Since small (typically 4-milliampere) currents are carried, the wire size is not critical, 
#22 AWG will provide adequate capacity. Each status input requires two wires from 
the status point. Shielded twisted pairs are recommended, but this is not mandatory. 

Analog Inputs 

Analog inputs generally carry 20 mA or less, and #22 AWG wire is adequate.  Use a 
shielded twisted pair for each analog point.  Connect the shield to earth ground at the 
transducer end only. 

Control Outputs 

Control lines may be straight or twisted pairs, with sufficient current carrying capacity 
for the controlled device.  Although the relay panel contacts may be rated for several 
amperes, it is not necessary for the wire to meet this capacity if the controlled device 
does not require it. 

Communication Lines 

Communication lines are either via RS-232 or RS-485. Regular RS-232 cables 
adhering to the CCITT standard are adequate and for RS-485, twisted pairs with a 
common shield may be used. Observe proper grounding practices for signals of 
either type. 

If the optional Ethernet interface is utilized then industry standard CAT-5 cables are 
required for proper operation. 

If the optional 202T modems are utilized, then the communication lines are either 
two-wire or four-wire.  Regular telephone wire should be used for systems 
interconnected via telephone-company lines.  For self-contained systems, separate 
twisted pairs with individual shields may be used for each line.
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Power 

 CAUTION 

 OBSERVE ALL SAFETY RULES WHEN WORKING 

 WITH AC POWER LINES. 

 

Power lines must have sufficient capacity to provide the maximum power over the 
distance from the power source, at the highest expected ambient temperature.  An 
earth ground must be made to the ground lug in the equipment cabinet and to 
designated terminals (see Remote Station Interconnection Diagram).  Make certain 
to observe polarity on dc lines.  Power wiring must comply with local electrical codes. 

As a minimum, the power lines must support the current requirements of paragraph 
1.2.2. Specific STNs may have other equipment installed and may require additional 
power. Please refer to appropriate STNs drawings. 

 

Cabling 

The wires from each class of external device should be brought into the cabinet in 
separate bundles.  Ideally, each type should be in a separate cable, but status and 
analog wires may be bundled together if absolutely necessary. Keep control lines, 
communication lines, and power lines separate from each other and from all other 
types of lines. 

Securing Cables 

Cables should be secured to the cabinet when possible. Use non-abrasive cable 
clamps (Alpha Type CCL, or equivalent) and cable ties (T & B "TY-RAP", or 
equivalent as required. Since the cable bundles will be thickest at the cabinet entry 
point (top or bottom of the cabinet), take extra care to secure the cables in such a 
way that they do not interfere with the cabinet door, or with the removal of panels or 
circuit cards. 

Connections to Terminal Blocks 

All external wires are connected at the terminal blocks on the installed panels. It is 
recommended that each wire be terminated in a solderless terminal.  Make certain to 
leave a small "service loop" at each terminal connection. 
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1.6.5 Test Equipment and Tools 

The following is a list of the test equipment and tools which are recommended for 
use when installing a STN-9050 Substation Terminal Node Subsystem. 

Equipment Purpose 

AC Voltmeter To measure audio frequency voltages. 

Digital Multimeter 
To measure power supply levels and make other low DC, low 
frequency, and resistance checks 

Notebook PC 
Along with ConfigWiz and a terminal emulation program, is the primary 
test device. It performs all the standard test panel functions plus 
configuration of the main processor platform. 

QEI Master  
Simulator 

This is a portable test set (QEI P/N 40-056930) designed to simulate a 
TDMS-Plus Master Station. 

ASE Master 
Simulator 

This is a software program designed to be loaded on a notebook PC to 
simulate other Master Station protocols. 

General Electronics 
or Electricians     

Tool Set 

This provides the hand tools needed to make or break connections and 
other relevant functions needed in the STN installation and 
maintenance. 
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1.7 Operating Instructions 

1.7.1 Switches and Indicators 

The 6PCP6 Power Communication Panel switches, connectors and terminal blocks 
functions are as follows: 

MAIN POWER ON/OFF Switch (S3) 

Controls the primary power to the panel. 

DC POWER (battery) Switch (S1), part of the 6PCP6-1 only 

This switch is part of the battery circuit and is used to turn on the 6PCP6 when ac 
power is absent and the backup battery is fully charged. 

LOCAL/REMOTE Switch (S2) 

Controls the 30 Volts dc applied to connector J4. An auxiliary relay provides a set of 
dry contacts, which are connected across TB2-3 and -4 to indicate the status of the 
switch. These contacts may be connected to a Status Input panel. 

FUSES 

The power line input is protected by fuses as follows: 

  

Model 

Number 

Input 

Voltage 

Fuse F1 

Rating 

Fuse F2 

Rating 

6PCP6-1 
120 VAC 

w/ Battery Backup 
n/a 3 Amp (Slo-Blo) 

6PCP6-2 120 VAC n/a 3 Amp (Slo-Blo) 

6PCP6-3 125 VDC 1 Amp (Slo-Blo) 1 Amp (Slo-Blo) 

6PCP6-4 20-60 VDC 5 Amp (Slo-Blo) 5 Amp )Slo-Blo) 

 

LED INDICATORS 

There are 18 LEDs to monitor power, communications and CPU status that are 
mounted on the 6CPP6 panel. Please refer to the 6CPP6 User Guide, UG-1024 for 
further details. 
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1.7.2 Turn ON Procedure 

Initial turn-on procedure for the STN-9050 Substation Terminal Node Subsystem 
consists of setting the MAIN POWER switch (S3), and DC POWER (battery) switch 
(S1), if equipped, located on the 6PCP6 Power Communication Panel, to the ON 
position.  Note that during the power on stabilization period (approximately ten to 
fifteen seconds), all control point sections and commands are negated.  To avoid 
premature operating difficulties, allow at least twenty (20) seconds to elapse before 
commencing operation. 

 

1.7.3 Turn OFF Procedure 

CAUTION 

REMOVAL OF POWER CAUSES THE DATA IN RAM ON THE CENTRAL PROCESSING PANEL TO 
BE LOST.  HOWEVER, WHEN POWER IS RESTORED, THE SUBSYSTEM WILL RESUME ALL 
MONITORING AND CONTROL FUNCTIONS.  DATA AND PROGRAM IN FLASH MEMORY REMAINS 
INTACT THROUGHOUT POWER LOSS AND RESTORATION. 

To remove power from the STN-9050 Subsystem, set the MAIN POWER switch (S3) 
on the 6PCP6 Power Communication Panel to OFF position. When the Substation 
Terminal Node Subsystem is equipped with battery-backup the DC POWER (battery) 
switch (S1), must also be placed in the OFF position. This procedure should be 
performed only for maintenance purposes. 

NOTE 

On Substation Terminal Node Subsystems equipped with battery backup operation, the STN-9050 will 
operate for up to 6 hours, depending on the load imposed on the battery and the ambient temperature. 
Normal operation of the STN-9050 will occur as soon as the ac power is restored. 
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Section 2 – Associated User Guides 

Document No. Description 

UG-1024 6CPP6 Central Processor Panel User’s Guide 

UG-1025 6LAP3 LAN Adapter Panel User’s Guide 

UG-1026 6LAP4 LAN Adapter Panel User’s Guide 

UG-1027 6LAP2 LAN Adapter Panel User’s Guide 

UG-1032 6LAP5 Dual 202T Modem Panel User’s Guide 

UG-1036 6TIM1 Timing Interface Module User’s Guide 

UG-1054 6LAP6 Dual RS232 Port Panel User’s Guide 

UG-1040 6NIA1 Network Interface Adapter User’s Guide 

UG-1002 6IOP1 Input Output Panel User’s Guide 

UG-1007 6PCP6 Power and Communication Panel User’s Guide 
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Section 3 – Glossary of SCADA Terms 

This section provides a list of the microcomputer and supervisory control terms that 
are used throughout the Substation Terminal Node Subsystem’s User’s Manual. 
Some of the terms have standard usage throughout the industry, while others are 
defined as expressly used by QEI. The glossary may be regarded as a definitive 
reference only within respect to the usage of the terms within this manual. 

All words, abbreviations, and mnemonics are listed in alphabetical order. 

Accumulation A measurement whose raw value is generated by a pulse count and is 
presented in analog form. 

Accumulator Point A measurement point whose value is obtained by counting the number of 
contact closures appearing at a status input. 

Activated Remote An online remote station that is being polled for data by the master station 
and is responding to commands. 

A/D or ADC Analog-to-Digital, such as an A/D Converter. 

A/D Converter Analog-to-Digital Converter. A device that converts an analog input to a 
binary or BCD output. 

Address A location, either in hardware or within the program. Hardware addresses 
always consists of binary numbers while program addresses may be 
numbers or names. 

Address Bus A path for the transfer of several address bits in parallel. 

Alarm A condition, defined by the customer, that represents an unauthorized 
change of a status point; a measurement point with a value out of limits, 
or any other system condition that requires operator notification and 
acknowledgement. 

Analog Point A measurement point whose raw value is derived from a voltage or 
current received from a transducer or other device. 

Aperture Time A time span during which a selected point must be commanded. At all 
other times, the master station automatically refuses the control operation. 

APPRS Automatic peak-power reduction system. An optional SCADA program 
that provides for automatic voltage reduction at all remote stations as a 
function of the total demand as computed at the master station. 

APPR Level The number, entered via the control keyboard, around which the 
(optional) automatic peak-power reduction system operates. 

ASCII See USASCII. 

Asynchronous 
Method of receiving serial data, without the use of transmitted clock 
pulses, in which synchronization is achieved by a start bit at the beginning 
of the word and a stop bit at the end of the word. 

Authorized Change Any change in the status of a system point that results from a command 
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initiated by the operator. 

Binary The number system to the base 2. Binary characters are limited to the 
digits 0 and 1. 

BCD Binary Coded Decimal. The coded representation of a decimal number 
that expresses each decimal digit as a combination of binary numbers. 

BCH An acronym for Messrs. Bose-Chaudhuri and Hocquenhem, who 
developed a class of cyclic codes for maintaining the security of 
transmitted binary data. 

Bit A single binary digit. 

Bus One or more conductors used as a path over which information is 
transmitted from and received at several cards or locations. 

Byte A group of eight (8) binary digits (or bits) that are processed as a single 
unit. This is the minimum memory unit in the QEI system. 

Channel A unique communication link between the master station and one or more 
remote stations. 

C & I Point Control and Indication Point. Refers to a control point and its associated 
status point. 

Code Any set of rules fro representing information. Two of the codes used in the 
QUICS protocol are USASCII and hexadecimal. 

Computed Value A measurement value created by performing mathematical operations 
upon data from one or more measurement points. 

Control Point A supervisory point that is capable of responding to an operator’s 
command (i.e. close relay, open valve, etc.). 

CPU Central Processor Unit. The portion of the main processor board where 
instructions are executed and calculations are performed. 

D/A or DAC Digital-to-Analog, such as a D/A converter. 

D/A Converter Digital-to Analog Converter. A device that converts a binary or BCD input 
to an analog output. 

Data Changeable information, within the system, which represents 

Data Bus A path for the transfer of several data bits in parallel. 

Deactivated Remote An offline remote station that is not polled by the master station. However, 
the station remains operational with respect to its data-gathering functions 
and ability to respond to commands. 

Engineering Units A quantity expressed in operator’s terms, such as megawatts, ponds per 
square inch, gallons per minute, etc. 

Firmware Computer instructions that are stored in non-volatile memory and are 
retained even when no power is applied to the device. 

Flag A single message bit that specifies the condition of a point, hardware 
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device, or program operation. 

Flash A type of non-volatile computer memory that can be electrically erased 
and reprogrammed such as in an EEPROM. It usually contains the 
computer program instructions needed for proper operation. 

Format The specification for a transmitted or received message word, or for the 
internal organization of data. 

Freeze To maintain an input value, such as that from a pulse accumulator, at its 
present magnitude, regardless of subsequent changes in the input. 

Full-Duplex Traffic on a communication channel in which transmission is simultaneous 
in both directions as in a 4-wire circuit. 

Group Address A number assigned to a block of local or remote supervisory status points. 

Half-Duplex Traffic on a two-wire communication channel in which transmission is only 
in one direction at a time. 

Hardware Any physical equipment, as opposed to documentation or software. 

Hardwired A connection made with a physical wire, as opposed to switching or 
program selection. 

Hexadecimal The number system to the base 16. Composed of the characters 0, 1, 2, 
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, A, B, C, D, E and F. 

Hysteresis The difference between the value of an alarm limit and the value of the 
corresponding alarm return. The hysteresis zones on either side of the 
alarm limits prevent the oscillation of a signal about one of its limits from 
generating multiple alarms. 

Interface A hardware device that is placed between two other devices, or between 
a device and an operator, to make them compatible. 

Interrupt A signal that temporarily stops a microprocessor task and directs it to 
another task. 

I/O Input/Output. Generally refers to a microprocessor input or output device. 

LED Light Emitting Diode. A hardware device meant to indicate a binary state 
or condition by means of the presence or absence of light. 

Limits Boundaries placed upon the maximum and minimum permitted values of 
a measurement signal for the purpose of generating automatic alarm 
messages. 

Link Means either the physical means of communications between two devices 
or the firmware programmed into a processor panel in order to function in 
a predetermined manner. 

Lower Limit The boundary at which an alarm condition is initiated when an analog 
point is less than its minimum permissible value. 

Lower Limit Return The lower limit hysteresis level at which a lower limit alarm condition is 
removed. 

LSB Least Significant Bit. 
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Machine Language The binary numbers that are interpreted as instructions by the computer. 

Measured Value The real-world magnitude, after scaling, obtained from an analog point. 

Measurement Point A supervisory remote point associated with either analog or digital data. 

Memory The physical locations where data (see RAM) and instructions (see Flash) 
are stored in the computer. 

MSB Most Significant Bit. 

Non-Volatile Refers to a memory device that does not lose its contents when power is 
removed from the device such as in an EEPROM or Flash. 

Offline The use of equipment without direct interaction with the computer 
program, e.g. a deactivated remote station. 

Offset A numerical value that compensates for any difference between the zero 
level of the raw value and the zero level of the engineering value. 

Online The use of equipment while under control of, or interacting with, the 
computer. 

PDM Pulse-Duration Measurement 

PDM Point A measurement point whose value is obtained by computing the duration 
of a contact closure and comparing that duration with previously 
established parameters. 

Point Address A number assigned to identify a unique status, measurement, control, or 
set point. 

Polling That mode of system operation in which the master station sequentially 
interrogates the remote stations to obtain data. Remote stations cannot 
initiate communications with the master in this mode. 

Queue A stored list of some sequence of events (SOE), such as system alarms 
or message word bits. 

RAM Random Access Memory. A solid-state memory device that can be both 
read and written into by the computer. RAMs are volatile memory that is 
used to store data.  

Raw Value A binary number that represents the digital quantity supplied to the 
computer from an A/D converter or other digital device. 

Read To copy or extract information, such as when the microprocessor receives 
information from an input device or memory location. 

Real-Time A mode of operation in which events are acted upon as soon as they 
occur, such as the system response to operator commands, or the event 
recorder response to system changes. 

Reset To remove the data stored at the remote stations by replacing stored data 
with zeros. 

RS-232C Electronics Industry Association Standard for Interface between Data 
Terminal and Data Communications equipment employing serial binary 
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data exchange. 

SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition. The TDMS-Plus Master Station 
and Remote Stations comprise such a SCADA system. 

Scaling The alteration of measurement data, either by hardware or by computer 
program, to convert the raw value into a corresponding engineering value. 

Scaling Resistor A component wired into the system to interface a current transducer to its 
corresponding analog-to-digital converter. 

Scratch-Pad Memory An area in RAM reserved for use by the CPU to avoid delays that would 
be encountered by inter-action with the main memory. 

Set Point A remote supervisory measurement point that can be preset to some 
digital or analog value by an operator command. The system may then 
establish an automatic operating level within a specified tolerance of the 
set point value. 

Software All the codes, listings, flow charts and other written information that define 
the computer program, as distinguished from the computer itself (i.e. 
hardware), and from the program instructions that are contained in the 
solid-state EEPROMs (firmware). 

Span The range between the maximum and minimum engineering values of a 
measurement. 

Stack An area of RAM reserved for the temporary storage of information during 
interrupts. 

State Alarm An alarm condition created by an unauthorized state. The alarm condition 
remains until the device returns to the authorized state (also called a 
status alarm). 

Station Address A number assigned to a remote station. No two stations on a common link 
(comm. line) may have the same address. 

Status Block A group of 16 consecutive status points. 

Status Point A supervisory point that provides two-state (binary) data. 

Subroutine A part of a program designed to perform a specific function and which 
may be utilized by the computer whenever that function is encountered in 
the program. 

Subsystem A complete station, such as master or remote, within a SCADA system. 

Supervisory Point Any unique, physical location that provides information to the system (i.e. 
a status or measurement point), or that responds to action by the system 
(i.e. a control or set point). 

Table An organized list of related items, each of which is identified either by its 
position on the list or by some pointer. Tables that provide program 
definitions are stored in EEPROM; data tables are stored in RAM. 
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Telemetry The method of sensing and transmitting supervisory information from a 
remote station to the master station, or transmitting commands and set 
point information from the master to the remote. Generally analog or 
digital signals are used to represent information and these signals are 
modified to traverse the remote/master distance by suitable methods 
required by their transmission mediums. 

Transition Alarm An alarm condition created by a device in the act of changing state. 

Transducer A device, used at the measurement point, for converting the measured 
energy (electrical, mechanical, heat, etc.) into a current or a voltage. 

Turnaround Time The time required to reverse the direction of transmission in a half-duplex 
channel. 

Two’s Complement A binary number obtained by changing each original 0 to a 1, each 1 to a 
0, and then adding 1 to the least significant bit (LSB). 

Unauthorized Change Any change in the status of a system point that is not due to a command 
initiated by the master station operator. 

Update To place more recent data from a supervisory point into computer 
memory, either at the remote or at the master station. 

Upper Limit The boundary at which an alarm condition is initiated when an analog 
point exceeds the maximum permissible value. 

Upper Limit Return The upper limit hysteresis level at which an upper limit alarm condition is 
removed. 

Upset A change in the state of a status point, or a specified change percentage 
change in the value of a measurement value. 

USASCII USA Standard Code for Information Interchange (usually abbreviated as 
ASCII). An eight-bit binary code for the representation of characters. 

Value The magnitude or state of a supervisory point. A status point has only two 
values, while a measurement point has some specific quantity that is 
usually specified in engineering units. 

Word A number of binary digits, grouped to be processed as a unit, in which 
each position in the group conveys certain specified information. Message 
words between master and remote contain 32 bits. Words used within the 
microprocessor (such as address or instruction words) are “byte size”, or 
8 bits. 

Write To enter or provide information, such as when the computer places data 
in a RAM memory location or permits information to a peripheral device. 
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